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Web ST!M is a Web-sensor by means of interior data tructure and ommunication 
functionalities and a smart sensor able to interface its If with Internet through an 
Ethernet network. Web STIM is d. sign d to atisfj th requirements of low co t, 
continuous acquisition and data proc ssing, and wide remote communication 
capability as describe in the !!-:.'El!: 1-151 standard. It is use HTl'. P interface that 
replace the Tl/ (Transducer Independ. nt int rfa e) hardwar , whi h ha b en 
inspired by l/;,,'/:-H 1451. 2 standard This pap r describes the Transducers El ctronic 
Datasheet (TL'DS) directly inter/a d to int rn t through an HTTP bas d pro dur . 
Web STIM is a web based s stem that can be a· .ess dir ·ti through int nPI 
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Sensor technology show that smart sensors are replacing traditional analog sensor 
and it is arranged into networks to share information. Currently, internet is choosing 
to share information at any level, it is fully supported by the market than IEEE 
1451. I Network Capable Application (NCAP). THE IEEE 1451 standard aims at 
simplifying transducer connectivity to existing networks, therefore the most essential 
improvement that smart sensors recommend is the network ability. 
IEEE 1451 comes out as a et of ti ur complete ub- tandard 1451. I 1451. 2, 1451.3 
and 1451.4. ach standard focused on a detailed area of the smart networked sen or 
signal path and be able to be u ed independently or a piece f an in general 
E 1451 networked sy tern elution. he aim of thi tandard whi h i ' nnpo cd 
of four path are to enable plug and play at tran duccr le cl tandardi ing ata 
structures and communication, and to implify the creation f netw rk d en r 'r 
a network independent system. Up to now, only two of the uh-standard , 14 1.1 and 
1451.2 have been properly adopted by I , ne erthele s Pl4 l. and P14 1.4 arc 
till under development, thu the prefi ' ' d noting a pr po ed d um nt. he 
145 l. I, are deft ncs a Network apablc Appl icati n Pro e r AP m d 1 and 
also can adapt to variety or networks. The I 51.2 is about th mart Tran ducer 
Interface M dule ( TIM), which include the tr n ducer and the signal conditioning 










(TEDS), and the Transducer Independent Interface (TII) that enables communication 
between the STIM and the Network Capable Application Processor (NCAP). 
Based on IEEE1451 network architecture describe that the transducers are connected 
to a STIM by its own port. TU (Transducer [ndependent Interface) joint the STIM 
and NCAP by using the point-to-point connection. The STIM is not connected to th 
internet instead ofNCAP is connected. 
Web STIM has become popular with the presence of cheaper, miniature and smart 
sensors, abundant fast and ubiquitous computing devices, wireless and mobile 
communication network, and autonomous and intelligent software agents. In brief it 
is offers full dimensional, full scale and full sensing and monitoring of arth at all 
Jev 1. The web STlM is a revolutionary concept toward achieving collaborative 
coherent, and consistent and consolidates sensor data collection, f u ion and 
distribution. It is directly accessible by a browser such as Internet xplorer, Net cape 
Navigator. More than one client can be reached and they can hare informati n 
easily if sensors are interfaced to internet. The characteristic of web TIM are 
interoperable that allowed different kinds of sensor need to be linked, must be 
intelligent that each sensor will communicate each other and flexible that each 











The match of TEDS and STIM directive with powerful characteristics, simplicity 
and cost-effectiveness of recent web STIM are the purpose of this work. 
1.1 PROJECT SCOPE AND EXPECTED OUTCOME 
The scope of this project is implementing the only two of T DS field, namely the 
mandatory Meta and Channel TEDS. The Meta-TEDS consists of common 
manufacture and specification data related to the general operation of the TIM and 
the Channel TEDS contain channel information specific to each of the implemented 
channels on the STIM. TEDS are directly connected to internet, it doe not 
communicate with the true TD but through an HTTP based protocol. 
The outcome of the project should be a web-based Java application. nd u er can 
interact with Web-STIM from anywhere in the world without the need for pc ial 
equipment, communications facilities, or software where is the T OS coll cted data 










1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVE 
The main objectives of the web STIM are:- 
i) Study the Smart Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (STIM). 
ii) Two mandatory TEDS data block wiJJ be implement are Meta and 
Channel TEDS. 
iii) TEDS are directly connected to internet through HTTP based protocol. 
iv) All the information that user require about transducer can access through 











Basically, there are two main factors that motivate the study in research of web 
STJM. Firstly is to understand the concept of Smart Transducer Interface Module 
(STIM) which is it replace the traditional sensor including how the smart tran due r 
process and also to find out why the smart sensors become smart compare to 
traditional sensor. 
Secondly is about to realize the advantage and profit by using mart sen or in the real 
world. The advantages of smart sensors are a common transducer interface will 
lower the cost to design transducer to a set standardized digital interface , and having 
transducer electronic data sheet (TEDS) with the sensors will enable self-description 
of sensors and actuators, and it also simplify field installation, upgrade, and 










1.4 MOTIVATION LIMITATION 
The limitations of this project are only implemented the TEDS part in Smart 
Transducer Interface Module, which is have another part are Signal Conditioning 
and Address Logic. TEDS are divided into eight fields, but in this project only focus 
on two mandatory fields are MET A and Channel TEDS. 
1.5 CONCLUSION 
In this Smart Transducer Interface Module (STJM) prototype implements the 
Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS) functionality defined in the 1451.2 
specification. It should also be noted that my aim was to develop a basic IM 
process. To this end, this project shows only the mandatory T D definition are 









2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.J INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is divided into five parts, a brief introduction of IE 1451 famil , the 
details of IEEE 1451.2 which is sub-standards of IEEE 145 l, a specification of Smart 
Transducer Functional Specification, Data type and the difference between IEEE 
network architecture and Web-STlM network architecture. 
2.2 OVERVIEW IEEE1451 
The transducer market is very diverse, so that the transducer rnanufactur r are 
looking for ways to build low-cost, networked smart tran ducers. The large number 
of networks on the market today is one of the problems faced by tran duccr 
manufacturer. It is too costly for transducer manufacturers to make unique mart 
transducers for each network on the market. For that reason the I 
is proposed to be developed to tackle these issues. 
1451 standard 
The objective of the lEE 1451 standard is to develop a smart tran ducer interfac 
which is to make it easier for transducer manufacturers to devel p smart device and 










The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)'s Technical Committee on Sensor 
Technology of the Instrumentation and Measurement Society are responsible to 
discus about the standard that is proposed and response to establish a common 
communication interface for smart transducer in September 1993. 
IEEE 1451 is a family of standards and proposed standards for connecting smart 
transducers to networks. JEEE 145 J is divided into four sub-standards. I 1451.1 
defines a network independent common object model for networked mart 
transducers. IEEE 1451.2 defines a digital interface and communication protocol for 
the connection of transducers and a microcontrol ler. Furthermore, l 1451.2 
defines transducer electronic data sheet (T .. DS) that describe the mart transducer 
(STIM) properties in a machine-readable format. The other two part of the standard, 
IEEE P1451.3 and IBEE Pl451.4 are not yet ratified, the prefi 'P' den ting a 
proposed document. IEEE Pl 451.3 specifies properties for distributed multi-drop 
systems in hazardous environments, while IEEE Pl 451.4 covers a mixed-mod 
service of analog and digital transducers, whereas analog transducers shall be 










2.3 INTRODUCTION OF IEEE1451.2 
This was the first published standard in the family. However, it has not been widely 
accepted in industry because of discontent with the digital communication interface 
and the complex software features for its interface with an NCAP. 
This standard defines a STIM, TEDS, and Transducer Independent Interface (TTI) for 
NCAP communication. Each Transducer is denoted in the TIM as a channel, and 
there can be up to 255 channels within one STJM. Individual channels and the TIM 
as a whole can be accessed by the NCAP. The different transducer that are 
interfaced to the STIM are triggered (sampled or set) by a command that is sent from 
the NCAP to the ST[M. The STIM decode thi information and then end the 
results back to the NCAP. 
The TlI is a ten wire serial connection for NCAP/STIM communication and ha been 
widely criticized by industry because of its complexity, so as part of this standard 
revision; the TU may be eliminated in HTTP based connection. Figure 1.1 shows th 
structure of the STIM. The T OS support a variety f tran duccr and is acce ed 
by the digital interface (TIJ). The T D can be written by the N AP or it can also b 
set at manufacture time. It resides in non-volatile memory, and c ntain fi Id that 
de cribe the type, attribute , operation, and calibration of the tran ducer . he 
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Figure 1.1: STIM block Diagram 
Base on the STIM. block diagram in figure I show that the TIM i connected with 
network via Network Capable Application Processor (NCAP). J\ TIM i c ntr !led 
by a NCAP module by means a dedicated digital interface, and this interface i not a 
network. Physically, STIM is connected with N AP using Transducer lnde nd nt 
Interface (TU) which is a I 0 pin wire I/ . Ba c on the TJM developer t uild a 
low cost smart sensor, they have several problem by using thi c mmunicati n uch 
as the N AP is not fully ·upported by market and it is c pensive. o, lo overcom 









compatible with access procedures specified in the IEEE1451.2 standard, where 
HTTP interface replaces the TIT (Transducer Independent Interface) hardware. Web- 
STIM is directly coupled with network where is STIM work as web server on the 
network side and at the same time it has IEEE1451.2 architecture for the transducer 
side. Web-STIM does not connect to the true TII but with emulated TIT wh r is 
Ethernet as physical layer, IP as network layer, TCP as transport layer, and finally 
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2.4 SMART TRANSDUCER FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION 
STJM is a module that consists of- 
• Transducer 
• Transducer Electronic Data Sheet 
• Interface logic I 1451 .2 interfaces 
• Signal conditioning and analog to digital conversion 
2.4.1 TRANSDUCER 
There are six general classes of transducers and subclasses within the e cla es. They 
are as follow.- 
• SENSOR:- 
Take a number of samples of data, a data set, as the result of receiving a trigger. It 
measures some physical parameter on demand and returns digital data rcpre coting 
that parameter 
• ACTUATOR:- 
A physical or virtual action occur cau es by actuator that shall e related t the 
data set sent to the actuator. The actuator state changes to match the data set most 










• BUFFERED SENSOR :- 
A buffered sensor has a single level of data buffering on the output channel. A new 
data set shall be sampled once for each triggering event. The data set available to 
be read shall be the data set acquired on the second most recent trigger event. The 
. number of data points in the data set shall be determined by the hannel Data 
Repetitions field. 
• DATA SEQUENCE SENSOR :- 
A data sequence sensor acquires data continuously, with sampling time under 
control of the STIM. Triggering selects a data set from thi tream f c ntinuou 
measurements and makes it available to be read by the N AP . 
• BUFFERED DATA SEQUENCE SENSOR:- 
A buffered data sequence sensor acquires data continuously with arnpling times 
under control of the STLM. Triggering select a data set fr m this tream r 
continuous measurements and makes it available to be read by the N AP. 
• EVENT SEQUENCE SENSOR :- 
.A signal produced by event equence sensor whenever a specific event occurs. 
The signal shall be the amc ignal used by sensor and actuat r to acknowl dg 
triggering event . The event may be a digital ignal tran ition or an anal g ignal 










• GENERAL TRANSDUCER :- 
It aJlows for the presence of channels that behave on it and shall implement the 
same functions required for all channels 
2.4.2 TRANSDUCER ELECTRONIC DATA SHEET 
Transducer Electronic Data Sheet also known as TEDS. TEDS electronically 
correspond to information about the sensors and actuators attached to a STlM. It is to 
identify and describe itself to the network, thereby easing automatic system 
configuration. The specific technical details for data acquisition, ystem deployment, 
and on-going system maintenance are the reason why the transducer need for self- 
identification. The goal in developing TEDS was to offer a generalized data heet 
representation of several key sensor and actuator features in a standard format that 
users could retrieve electronically and upgrade remotely in some cases. T D are 
divided into eight fields, each of which is used to describe different a pect f the 
STIM and transducer channels. Only two of the eight T OS data block are 
mandatory and must remain with the STIM for the duration of its lifetime. The other 
six are optional and are human readable and are store as strings in one of se eral 
different character set. The two mandatory T D and two of the optional ones are 










Table 2.1: TEDS types 
TypeofTEDS TEDS Function 
I Contains the mandatory machine-readable data that 
describes the entire STIM. The data may include 
Meta TEDS information such as the revision of the l 
standard, version of the TEDS, number of channel 
and timing restriction. 
Contains the mandatory machine-readable data that 
describe each transducer channel in the STTM. The 
data may include information such a the transducer 
Channel TEDS 
type, calibration model, physical unit , limit range, 
data format and the timing restriction for the relevant 
transducer channel. 
Provides the optional human-readable (Text/A 11) 
ontains the optional machine-readable data when a 
data for the overall STIM. Data may include 
Meta-Identification TEDS information such as manufacturer's name, model 
number, serial number, version codes, date code 
and product description. 
alibration T · S correction engine is used in the TIM. The data may 










i coefficients, intervals, date and time for the each 
I 
1 transducer channel that requires calibration. 
I 
Provides the optional human-readable data similar to 
I 
Meta-Identification TEDS, except that it is for an 
I 
Channel-Identification TEDS individual channel Thi data is used when a 1M i 
built with multi-channel transducer from different 
manufacturers. 
Provides the optional human-readabl data when a 
.\ Calibration-Identification correction engine is used in the ST1M. The data may 
TEDS include information such as the calibrator id an the 
calibration standard used. 
Provides the additional human-readable data not 
covered by the specific T ... D de cribcd abo c. The 
End·User's Application- 
data may include information uch a the location f 
Specific TEDS 
the STIM and the contact information for the 
technical inquiry. 
Allows an option for the f uturc c ten i n to the 
Generic xtension T :=-DS 
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Figure 2. J and figure 2.2 are the existing TIM system that an be view u ing 
internet. The differences between these STIM systems are how they are connected 
with the network. The STIM system in figure 2 use Transducer Indep ndence 
lnterface (Tll) to connect with Network Capable Application Processor then the 
NCAP is connected to network, and the STIM system in figure 3 u e the Web- TIM 
concept to connect with internet. They also use the different language where i , th 
figure 1 use the C language and the figure 2 use the .IA VA language. oth of th 
STJM system implements the mandatory Tran duccr Electronic ata h t ar 










2.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Smart Transducer Interface Module provides the means to connect sensors and 
actuators to a digital system, typically a network. It consists of transducer, signal 
conditioning, transducer electronic data sheet and address logic. Each part have their 










3.1 OBJECT ORIENTED PARADIGM 
Donald Firesmith in his book Dictionary of Object Technology (SIGS Books, 1995) 
explain that Object Oriented analysis is "the discovery, analysis and specification of 
requirements in terms of objects with identity that encapsulate properties and 
operations, message passing, classes, inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic 
binding." Firesmith also states that 00 design is "the design of an application in 
terms of objects, classes, clusters, frameworks and their interactions." 
This project used Object Oriented Analysis and Design methodologie . he 
methodologies has two basic types are ternary (three-pronged) and unary. The 
ternary type is the natural evolution of existing structured methods and has thr e 
separate notations for data, dynamics, and process. The unary type a ert that 
because objects combine processes (methods) and data, only one notation i needed. 
The unary type is considered to be more object-like and easier to learn from scratch 
but has the disadvantage of producing output from analysis that may be impossible to 
review with users. 
There are almost two dozen major object-oriented programming languages in u 
today uch as ++, malltalk, and Java. I prefer to use Java language. bject 










process, namely, by modeling real world objects, their attributes and their behavior. 
It also provides for communication among objects. The main advantages of 00 
programming is its ease of modification which is objects can easily be modified and 
added to a system there by reducing maintenance costs. 00 programming is also 
considered to be better at modeling the real world than is procedural programming. It 
allows for more complicated and flexible interactions. 
3.2 JAVA PROGRAMMING PLATFORM AND LANGUAGE 
Java is an object-oriented programming language with a built-in application 
programming interface (API) that can handle graphics and user interfaces and that 
can be used to create applications or applets. 
The following are the version of Java:- 
• JDK 1.02 (obsolete) 
• JDK 1.1.x (obsolete) 
• J2S vl.2.x (also called Java2 SOK, includes wing) 
• J2SE vl.4.x (the latest, no big changes vs. 1.2) 
3.2.1 J2SE Vl.4.2 
The java 2 platform, standard edition i at the cote of Java techn logy, and er 1 n 
1.4 raises the Java platform to a higher standard. From client to server, from desktop 










version 1.4, enterprise can now use Java technology to develop more demanding 
business applications with less effort and in less time. 
Version 1.4 builds upon the currentJ2SE platform and provides even more features 
for developers to build into their applications. More functionality in 1.4 developers 
can now spend less time writing custom code to accomplish what is now part of the 
core J2SE platform. The result is faster application programming with more 
consistency for enterprise development initiatives. New feature in J2S 1.4 also 
reduce the developer's reliance on other technologies such as C, ++, P RL, or SL 
and DOM implementation in browsers. This allows the developer t use a ingle 
technology to develop, test, and deploy end-to-end enterpri e development 
3.3 SYSTEM ARCIDTECTURE 
System architecture of this project is web-based application. 
3.3.1 WEB-BASED APPLICATION 
Web based applications are developed and being executed on the internet. It in ol c 
the participations of servers and clients. Clients can access to permitted information 
from the server even though he is in a distanc using the W rid Wid Web. 
Advantages of web-based applications arc- 
l. accessible from almostunywhcrc with internet access 










3. requires common software on the client side, web browsers 
4. various type of information can be stored with various methods 
The advantages of web based applications are- 
1. hard to be maintained with complicated programming 
2. have to maintain a server 
3. vulnerable to hackers even though password protected 
4. information loaded to the web is very limited in term of size 
3.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Object oriented approach offers a new and powerful model for developing web- 
based which is objects is "black box" which send and receive messages. Thi 
approach speeds the development of new programs, and, if properly used, improves 
the maintenance, re usability, and modifiability of software. 
The Java language provides a powerful addition to the tools. Java makes 
programming easier because it is object-oriented and has automatic garbage 
collection. In addition, because compiled Java code is architecture-neutral, Java 










4.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUJREMENT 
Functional requirements are statements of services the system should provide, how 
the system should react to particular inputs and how the system should behave in 
particular situation. In some cases, it also stated what the system should not do. 
4.1.1 TRANSDUCER ELECTRONIC DATA SHEET (TEDS) 
The TEDS contains field that fully describe the type, operation, attributes, specific 
technical details useful for data acquisition, system deployment, and on-going 
system maintenance and stores all the information a user might need to know about a 
particuJar transducer. A transducer must be self-aware to be really smart, and thi ts 
where the TEDS come in. 
Each STIM must have an area of memory written in a defined electronic format that 
describes the STIM itself and any transducer channels associated with it. 
TEDS are divided into eight fields, each of which is used to de cribe different 
aspects of the STIM and transducer channels. Jn this paper, only the mandatory 
TEDS are supported in this implementation (one M "TA and two channel T • ). 










actuator). The data type for each Channel TEDS is channel 1 for a sensor and 
channel 2 for actuator. Thus the data model for each channel is integer. 
4.1.2 META TEDS DATA BLOCK 
META TEDS function contains an overall description needed to gain access to any 
transducer and information common to all transducer such as version of the TEDS, 
number of channels and timing parameters. The bytes of Meta-T DS are constant 
and read only. 
Field types 
U8, U16, U32 - are unsigned integers of length 8, I 6, and 32 bits respectively. 
F32 - is a single precision IEEE floating point number. 
STRING - is an array of character bytes 
UNITS - is the representation. 
L is for length, E is for enumeration and C for counting. 











Table 4.1: META TEDS Data Structure 
Field Description Type No. of 
No. bvte 
TEDS version constant related data sub-block 
I Meta-TEDS Length U32L 4 
2 IEEE 1451 Standards FamiJy Working Group U8E 1 
Number 
3 TEDS Version Number USE I 
Identification related data sub-block 
4 Globally Unique Identifier UUID 10 
Data structure related data sub-block 
5 CHANNEL_ ZERO Industry Calibration U8 I 
TEDS Extension Key 
6 CHANNEL_ ZERO Industry Nonvolatile Data U8 1 
Fields Extension Key 
7 CHANNEL_ZERO industry T OS extension U8 I 
key 
8 CHANNEL_ZERO End-Users' Application- U8 I 
Specific TEDS key 
9 Number of Imolemented Channels U8C l 
10 Worst-Case Channel Data Model Length USC I 
11 Worst-Case Channel Data Repetitions U16C 2 
12 CHANNEL ZERO writable TEDS length U32C 4 
Timing related data sub-block 
13 Worst-Case Channel Update Time (twu) F32 4 
14 Global Write Setup Time (tgws) F32 4 
15 Global Read Setup Time (tms) F32 4 
16 Worst-Case Channel Sampling Period (twsp) F32 4 
17 Worst-Case Channe] Warm-Up Time F32 4 
18 Command Response Time F32 4 
19 STIM Handshake Timing (ths) F32 4 
20 End-Of-Frame Detection Latency (tlat) F32 4 
21 TEDS Hold-Off Time {tth2 F32 4 
22 Operational Hold~OffTime (loh) F32 4 
23 Maximum Data Rate U32C 4 
Channel f!roupinf! related data sub-block 










The following is about the explanations of each data field in the data structure of the 
META TEDS. The first 6 bytes or the first three fields of the META TEDS data 
structure shall never modify in any subsequent TEDS version. The data structure 
consists of:- · 
4.1.2.1 META-TEDS LENGTH 
Meta-TEDS data field number I 
Data type: unsigned integer used for field length (U32L, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the total number of bytes in the Meta-TEDS data block excluding 
this field. 
4.1.2.2IEEE1451 STANDARDS FAMILY WORKING GROUP NUMBER 
Meta-TEDS data field number 2 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8E, I byte) 
This field shall be set to two for devices conforming to this standard. This field shall 
be used by other members of the IEEE 1451 standards family to indicate to an NCAP 
that a different data structure foHows. 
4.1.2.3 TEDS VERSION NUMBER 
Meta-T DS data field number 3 










The version number of the TEDS that corresponds to the particular IEEE 1451 
standard of the working group that specifies the TEDS data structure as shown in 
Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Enumeration of TEDS Version Numbers 
TEDS version IEEE 1451.2 standard version 
0 Reserved 
This will correspond to the first official 
1 version of the standard: IE E Std 
1451.2-1997. 
2-225 Reserved 
4.J.2.4 GLOBALLY UNIQUE lDENTIFIER 
Meta-identification T OS data field number 4 
Data type: Universally unique identificati n (UUI , 10 b tc 
The UUID field is provided to allow better management of TIM comp ncnt in a 
distributed system (e.g., tracking and traceability of TIM for erati nal and 
maintenance purposes). The UUID must be guaranteed to be unique in the uni er e 
of all STIMs. 
4.J.2.5 HANNEL_ZERO INOU TRY ALJBRATIO TED E TE 10 
KEY 
Meta-TE data field number 5 










The value in this field indicates the highest functional address for writing the 
industry-implemented Calibration TEDS extension that is available in the STIM for 
CHANNEL_ZERO. Acceptable values and their meanings are defined in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: Enumeration of CBANNEL_ZERO Industry Calibration TEDS 
Extension Keys 
Kev Value ( K) Meaning 
0 No extensions implemented in STIM 
1-79 Invalid 
Valid, T D extension(s) implemented 
for: 
80-95 • unctional addres e used for writing: 
betwe n 80 and (K); and 
• Functional addresses u ed for reading: 
between 208 and (K+J28) 
96-255 Invalid 
4.1.2.6 CHANNEL_ZERO LNDU TRY NONVOLATILE DATA FIE D 
EXTENSION KEY 
Meta-TEDS data field number 6 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration U8 , l byte 
The value in thi field indicate the highe t functi nal addre ti r writing th 
industry-implemented nonvolatile data field exten i ns that is ailable in the STIM 











Table 4.4: Enumeration of CHANNEL_ZERO Industry NonvolatiJe Data Fields 
Extension Keys 
Kev value (K) Meaning 
0 No extensions implemented in STIM 
1 - 111 Invalid 
Valid, TEDS xtension(s) implemented 
for: 
112 - 127 • Functional addresses used for writing: 
between 112 and (K); and 
• Functional addresses used for reading: 
between 240 and (K+ 128) 
128 - 255 Invalid 
4.1.2.7 CHANNEL_ZERO INDUSTRY TED EXTEN JON KEY 
Meta-TEDS data field number 7 
Data type: unsigned byte integer u ed for enumeration (U8 , I b te) 
The value in this field indicates the highest functional addrc for writing th' 
industry-implemented ... OS extensions that i a ailable in the TIM fi r 
CHANNEL_ZERO. Acceptable values and their meanings are defined in Tabl 4 .. 
Table 4.5: Enumeration of CHANNEL_ZERO lndust.ry TED E. t(>nsion Keys 
Ke value K 
192 - 25 Invalid 
0 
I - 175 
176- 191 
Valid, T D extension/ ) irnpl mented 
fi r: 
• Functional addrcsse used for reading: 










4.1.2.8 CHANNEL_ ZERO END-USERS' APPLICATION-SPECIFIC TEDS 
KEY 
Meta-TEDS data field number 8 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (USE, l byte) 
This field indicates the presence of End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS function 
in CHANNEL ZERO as defined in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6: Enumeration of End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS Keys 
0 
Ke value K 
2 - 255 
4.1.2.9 NUMBER OF IMPLEMENTED CHANNELS 
Meta-TEDS data field number 9 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (USC, I byte) 
Specifies the number of channels implemented in the TIM. f the num r 1 ne 
this shall be a single variable transducer. Number greater than on id ntify multiple 
variable transducers, perhaps consisting of both sens r and actuator el ments. There 
can be up to 255 channels on a STJM, thus the value of this field shall be M such that 










A STIM can give TEDS without having to produce data. This is specified by setting 
the following Channel 
TEDS fields: 
• Channel Data Model to "N~byte' 
• Channel Data ModeJ Length to zero 
• Channel Model Significant Bits to zero 
• Channel Data Repetitions to zero 
For details on these Channel TEDS fields, see channel data structure. 
4.1.2.lOWORST-CASE CHANNEL DATA MODEL LENGTH 
Meta-TEDS data field number l 0 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (U8 , I byte) 
This field specifies the maximum value of the hanncl Data Model ength f r all the 
implemented channels. 
4.1.2.1 l WORST-CASE CHANNEL DATA REPETITION 
Meta-T DS data field number J 1 
Data type: unsigned J 6 bit integer used for counting (U I 6 2 byte 











4.1.2.12 CHANNEL _ZERO WRITABLE TEDS LENGTH 
Meta-TEDS data field number 12 
Data type: unsigned 32 bit integer used for counting (U32C, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the Jength in bytes available for each CHANNEL_ZERO user- 
writable TEDS. The only structure currently defined in this standard is the 
CHANNEL_ZERO End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS. An entire writable 
TEDS, including the length field and checksum, must fit within this maximum 
length. 
4.1.2.13 WORST-CASE CHANNEL UPDATE TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 13 
Data type: single-precision real (F32 4 byte ) 
This field specifies the maximum value of the hannel Update Time twu) f r all the 
implemented channels in seconds. For a TJM without enabled event c u mce 
channels, this parameter is used to determine if a TJM i failing to re pond to a 
global trigger. If such a STIM is fully functional, the time between trigger and 
trigger acknowledge shall never exceed this tim . For a TIM with at I t ne 
enabled event sequence sensor, thi parameter indicat th additi nal tim th t mu :t 
pass after a global trigger acknowledgment before all other channels may be 










4.1.2.14 GLOBAL WRITE SETUP TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 14 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the minimum time (tgws), in seconds, between the end of a 
global write frame and the application of a global trigger. 
4.1.2.15 GLOBAL READ SETUP TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number J 5 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the minimum time (tgrs), in seconds, between the receipts of a 
global trigger acknowledge and the beginning of a global read frame. F r TLM 
with enabled event sequence sensors, the N AP shall wait for the duration of the 
Worst-Case Channel Update Time plus the Global Read etup Tim bef re 
beginning a global read frame. 
4.l.2.16 WORST-CASE CHANNEL SAMPLING PERIOD 
Meta-T ... D data field number 16 
Data type: single-precision real ( ·32, 4 bytes 
his field specifies the maximum value tw p m ec nds of the channel ampling 










4.1.2.17 WORST-CASE CHANNEL WARM-UP TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 17 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the minimum time, in seconds, that is necessary between 
application of power to the ST[M and instigation of the first transducer data transfer. 
This is the maximum value of all the Channel Warm-Up Times. 
4.1.2.18 COMMAND RESPONSE TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 18 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the longest time, in econds. 
4.1.2.19 STIM HANDSHAKE TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 19 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the longest time (ths , in second for the TIM t r mo the 
trigger acknowledge signal after the trigg r ignal i rem ed b the N AP or f r 
the STIM to remove the data transport acknowledge ignal aft r th data tran p rt i 










4.1.2.20 END-OF ·FRAME DETECTION LATENCY 
Meta-TEDS data field number 20 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the longest time (tlat), in seconds, that a STIM shall take to detect 
the removal of the data transport enable signal, 
4.1.2.21 TEDS HOLD-OFF TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 2 I 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the maximum individual hold-off time, in seconds imposed by 
the STlM before the first byte, or between bytes, of any data tran fer addre sed to 
TEDS functions, (i.e., functional addresses in the rang s of 2-127 or I -2 
inclusive). 
4.1.2.22 OPERATIONAL HOLD-OFF TIME 
Meta-TEDS data field number 22 
Data type: single-preci ion real (F32, 4 byte 
This field specifies the maximum individual hold-off time, in nds impo ed b 
the TIM before the first byte, r between byte , of an data tran f r addr ssed to 











4.1.2.23 MAXIMUM DATA RATE 
Meta-TEDS data field number 23 
Data type: unsigned 32 bit integer used for counting (U32C, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the maximum data rate, in bits per second, supported by the 
STIM interface. 
4.1.2.24 CHANNEL GROUPINGS DATA SUB-BLOCK LENGTH 
Meta-TEDS data field number 24 
Data type: unsigned 16 bit integer used for field length (U 16L, 2 bytes) 
This field specifies the total number of byte in the Channel Grouping data sub- 
block. The Channel Groupings Data Sub-Block Length field hall not include the 
length of the length field itself. 
4.1 .2.25 NUMBER OF CHANNEL GROUPING 
Meta-TEDS data field number 25 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (U8 , 1 byt 
This field specifies the number f di crete channel gr uping defin d in thi JM 
Meta-T DS. The subsequent fields in the channel grouping data ub-bl k hall be 










4.1.2.26 GROUP TYPE 
Meta-TEDS data field number 26 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (USE, 1 byte) 
The relationship between the channels comprising the specific group shall be defined 
by the enumeration in Table 4. 7. The arbitrary relation, when the enumeration value 
is equal to zero, shall be used to convey grouping semantics not specifically 
enumerated but deemed necessary by the transducer manufacturer, for the correct 
operation or interpretation of the data related to the channels that are members of the 
group. The arbitrary relation may be used to redundantly convey, in a more compact 
form than the Calibration T OS fields. That correct behavior of channels with 
coupling terms in the calibration a sumes that all channels in olved are triggered at 
the same time. 
Table 4. 7: Enumeration of Group Types 
Value Meauinz 
0 An arbitrary relation 
1 x, y, z right-hand re tangular patial 
coordinates 
2 r, f, z, right-hand ylindrical patial 
coordinates 
3 r, q fright-hand sph ri al patial 
coordinates 
4 atitude longitude, altitude planetary 
coordinates 
5 Jn-phase, quadrature temporal 
coordinates 
6 Red, green, blue color coordinates 
Analog event sequence ensor channel, 
analog input ensor channel, upper 










hysteresis virtual actuator channel 
Sensor channel (any type), high-pass 
filter virtual actuator channel, 
8 low-pass filter virtual actuator channel, 
scale factor irtual actuator channel 
9 Transducer (any type), sample interval 
virtual actuator channel 
10 Digital event sequence sensor channel, 
digital input sensor channel, event 
pattern virtual actuator channel 
11 - 127 Reserved for future expansion 
128-255 Open to industry 
To identify the virtual actuator channels enumerations 7 and 10 may be used to set 
up an event sequence sensor. Besides, they also identify a ensor channel that ma be 
used to read the level of the signal in an analog event equence sen or or the current 
pattern input to a digital event sequence en or. 
Enumeration 8 may be used to identify the virtual actuator channel u ed to •t th 
high-pass filter, low-pass filter, and scale factor associated with a sen or fan 
Enumeration 9 may be used to identify the virtual actuat r channel used t et the 
channel sampling period in a data sequence en or or buffered equ nee en or. It 
may also be used to set the channel sampling period in en or buffer d en or and 
actuators with Channel Data Rep tition gr ater than z ro and eri 











4.1.2.27 NUMBER OF GROUP MEMBERS 
Meta-TEDS data field number 27 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (USC, 1 byte) 
This field specifies the number of channels comprising the specific group. 
4.1.2.28 MEMBER CHANNEL NUMBERS LIST 
Meta-TEDS data field number 28 
Data type: an array of unsigned byte integers used for enumeration (U8E, 0 to 255 
bytes) 
This field specifies a one-dimensional array (list) of I byte elements. ach element i 
the channel address for a member channel in the specific group. The value of the 
elements in this list shall be in the sequence specified b the gr up t p . An lement 
with value zero shall indicate that the transducer doe not implement thi particular 
element of the enumerated relationship. For example, a two-axi vector mca urom •nt 
implemented by channels I, x, and 2, y, may be pecified by de ignating the roup 
Type (5.1.3.26) as 1 (x, y, z) with the Member Channel Number Li t I 2 0). h 
value zero shall not appear in the Member hannel Number List f r a group f 
group type 'arbitrary relation". 










4.1.2.29 CHECKSUM FOR META-TEDS 
Meta-TEDS data field number 29 
Data type: unsigned 16 bit integer used for counting (Ul6C, 2 bytes) 
This field contains the checksum for the complete Meta-TEDS data block. The 
checksum shall be the one's complement of the sum (modulo 216) of aJl the data 
structure's preceding bytes, including the initial length field and excluding the 
checksum field. 
4.1.3 CHANNEL TEDS DAT A BLOCK 
Channel TEDS function is to make available at the interface all of the information 
concerning the channel b ing addressed to enable the proper peration of the 
channel. Channel TEDS bytes are constant and read-only. 
Table 4.8: Data structure of Channel TEDS data block 
Field No. Descri tion T e 
Data structure related data sub-block 




.... xten ion Kc 
4 hannel lndustry U8E 1 
Nonvolatile Data 
Fields Extension 
- Key 5 .hanncl Industry 8 











6 Channel End- U8E 1 
Users' Application- 
Specific TEDS Key 
7 Channel Writable U32C 4 
TEDS Length 
Transducer related data sub-block 
8 Channel Type Key U8E 1 
9 Physical Units UNITS I 
10 Lower Range Limit F32 4 
11 Upper Range Limit F32 4 
12 Worst-Case F32 4 
Uncertainty 
13 Self-Test Key USE l 
Data converter related data sub-block 
14 Channel Data U8 1 
Model 
15 hannel Data use J 
Model Length 
16 Channel Model U16C 2 
Significant Bits 
17 Channel Data Ul6 2 
Repetitions 
IS Series Origin F32 4 
19 Series lncrement F32 4 
20 Series Units UNITS 10 
Timing related data sub-block 
21 Channel Update FJ_ 4 
Time (tu) 
22 Channel Write F32 4 
Setup Time (tws) 
23 Channel Read F - 4 
Setup Time (trs) 
24 hannel ampling F32 4 
Period (tsp) 
25 Channel Wann-Up F32 4 
Time 
2 hanncl F32 4 
Aggregated I lold- 
Off Time (tch) 
27 Timing Correcti~ F32 4 










29 Event Sequence USE I 
Options 
Data integrity data sub-block 
30 Checksum for U16C 2 
Channel TEDS 
Each data field in the data structure is describing below.- 
4.1.3.1 CHANNEL TEDS LENGTH 
Channel TEDS data field number 1 
Data type: unsigned 32 bit integer used for counting (U32L, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the total number of byte in the channel T D data block 
excluding this field. 
4.1.3.2 CALIBRATION KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 2. 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8 , l byte 
Table 4.9 defined the calibration capabilities of the TfM 
Table 4.9: Enumeration of alibration Keys 
0 
Name Function Value 
A N N 
No calibration 
information ne d d or 
pro ided. No correction is 
performed by the NCAP 
on transducer data 
a ociated with this 
channel. If the value is 
CAL_NONE, this implies 
















CAL S LF 
CAL CU TOM 
TIM_ AL FI 
Calibration information 
provided. This 
information can be 
modified by writing to th 
Calibration T D . 
Correction i performed 
in the 
N AP or el ewhere in the 
TEDS associated with this 
block. If the Calibration 
TEDS is accessed, the 
Calibration TEDS Length 
shall be zero. 
Fixed calibration 
information provided. 
This information cannot 
be modified. Correction is 
performed in the NCAP 
or elsewhere in the 
system. 
inti rmation i pr ided to 
e applied in the STIM. 
hi information cannot 
be modified. See 5.2.3.2.2 
for additional details. 
'TIM A Calibration information is 
pr ided to be applied in 
the STIM. This 










modified by writing to the 
Calibration TEDS. 
See 5.2.3.2.2 for 
additional details. 
Calibration information is 
provided to be applied in 
7 STlM CAL SELF the STIM. Adjusted by a - - 
self-calibration capability. 
See 5.2.3.2.2 for 
additional details. 
8-225 Reserved Reserved for future 
expansion. 
4.1.3.2.1 NCAP CORRECTIONS 
Calibration key enumerations CAL_FIXED, CAL_MODlFIABL , AL_ LF, and 
CAL_CUSTOM are to be used when the correction is performed in the N AP or 
elsewhere in the system. 
4.J .3.2.2 STIM CORRECTIONS 
Calibration key enumerations STIM_CAL_F.IX D, STIM_ AL_M DIFIABL , 
and STlM_CAL_SELF are to be used when the correction is performed in the TlM 
using the correction method and information stored in the alibration 
4.1.3.3 CHANNEL INDUSTRY CALIBRATION TEDS EXTENSION KEY 
hannel T D data field number 3. 










The value in this field indicates the highest functional address for writing the 
industry-implemented Calibration TEDS extension that is available in the STJM for 
this channel. Acceptable values and their meanings are defined in Table 4.10. 
Table 4.J 0: Enumerations of Channel Industry Calibration TEDS Extension 
Keys 
Key Value (K) Meanina 
0 No extensions implemented in STIM 
1-79 Invalid 
80-95 Valid, TEDS extension(s) implemented 
for: 
Functional addresses used for writing: 
between 80 and (K)· and 
Functional addresses used for reading: 
between 208 and (K+l28) 
96-255 lnvalid 
4.1.3.4 CHANNEL INDUSTRY NONVOLATILE DATA FIELD 
EXTENSION KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 4 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8 , I byte 
The value in this field indicates the highest functional addre s for writing th 
industry-implemented nonvolatile data field extensions that is a ailable in the STIM 










Table 4.11: Enumerations of Channel Industry Nonvolatile Data Fields 
Extension Keys 
Key Value (K) Meaninf;? 
0 No extensions implemented in STIM 
1-111 Invalid 
112-117 Valid, TEDS extension(s) implemented 
for: 
• Functional addresses used for writing: 
between 112 and (K); and 
• Functional addresses used for reading: 
between 240 and (K + 128) 
128-125 [nvalid 
4.1.3.5 CHANNEL INDUSTRY TEDS EXTENSION KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 5 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8 , I byte) 
The value in this field indicates the highest functional addre for writing the 
industry-implemented TEDS extensions that is availabl in the TIM for thi 
channel. Acceptable values and their meanings are defined in Table 4. 12. 
Table 4.12: Enumerations of Channel Industry TEDS Extension Keys 
Kev Value (K) Meaning 
0 No extensions implemented in STlM 
1-J 75 Invalid 
J 76-191 Valid, TEDS xtension( implemented 
for: 
• Functional addresses used for reading: 











4.1.3.6 CHANNEL END-USERS' APPLICATION-SPECIFIC TEDS KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 6 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8E, 1 byte) 
This field indicates the presence of End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS function 
for this channel as defined. in Table 4.13. 
Table 13: Enumeration of End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS Keys 
0 End-Users' Application-Specific TEDS 
Function I Not Implemented On This 
hannel. 
Ke Value K Mean in 
2-255 
nd-Users' Application- p cific T DS 
function i im lemented n thi hannel. 
Re erved 
4.1.3. 7 CHANNEL WRITABLE TEDS LENGTH 
Channel T DS data field number 7 
Data type: unsigned 32 bit integer used for counting (U32C, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the length in bytes available for each individual u r-writabl 
T DS associated with this channel, such as Calibration TED Calibrati n 
Identification T DS, or nd-User's Application-Specific D . An ntire writable 











4.J .3.8 CHANNEL TYPE KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 8 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (USE, 1 byte) 
This field specifies the channel transducer type. The values for Channel Type Key 
are defined in Table 4.14. 
Table 14: Enumeration of Channel Type Keys 
Key Value (K) Meaning 
0 Sensor 
l Actuator 
2 Event sequence sensor 
3 Data sequence sensor 
4 General transducer 
5 Buffered sensor 
6 Buffered data sequence sensor 
7-255 Reserved for future expansion 
4.1.3.9 PHYSICAL UNITS 
Channel TED data field number 9 
Data type: Physical units (UNITS, 10 bytes) 
This field defines the physical units that apply to the tran ducer data, h \: ever if th 
alibration Key is AL_ IX D, AL ELF or 
/\L ST M the physical units apply only to the transducer data aft r correction 










4.1.3.10 LOWER RANGE LIMIT 
Channel TEDS data field number 10 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
For sensors, this shall be the lowest valid value for transducer data after correction is 
applied, interpreted in the units specified by the Physical Units field of the Channel 
TEDS. If the corrected transducer data lies below this limit, it may not comply with 
STlM specifications set by the manufacturer. 
For actuators, this shall be the lowest valid value for transducer data before 
correction is applied, interpreted in the units specified by the physical units field of 
the channel TEDS. Writing corrected transducer data below this limit may re ult in 
behavior outside the STJM specifications set by the manufacturer. 
In cases where no correction is applied and the data is expressed in a different format 
than single-precision real, conversion to single-precision real i nece sary bef re 
making the comparison. 
An example of this is data from a channel whose alibrati n Kc i AL N N ... 
and whose Data Model is N-byte integer. Note that this conversion may limit th" 
practical range or precision of the converted tran ducer data. 
When this parameter is not applicable it shall b NaN. An xample of a numb r fir 
which Range Limits do not apply is N-byte data repre enting a bank of switches. In 
thi case the field shall be set to NaN. n the other hand, Range Limits may apply to 
N-bytc data that represents a 12 bit integer with no e pres ed units, such as raw 










"digital data." If the Channel Data Repetitions field of this channel is nonzero, then 
the value of this field shall be interpreted to apply to all of the repetition instances. 
4.1.3.11 UPPER RANGE LIMIT 
Channel TEDS data field number 11 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
For sensors, this shall be the highest valid value for transducer data after correction is 
applied, interpreted in the units specified by the Physical Units field of the Channel 
TEDS. If the corrected transducer data lies above this limit, it may not comply with 
STIM specifications set by the manufacturer. 
For actuators, this shall be the highest valid value for transducer data before 
correction is applied, interpreted in the units specified by the Phy ical nits fi Id of 
the Channel TEDS. Writing corrected transducer data above this limit may re ult in 
behavior outside the STIM specifications set by the manufacturer. 
In cases where no correction is applied, and the data i rpressed in a different 
format than single-precision real, conversion to singl -precision real is n c s a 
before making the comparison. An example of thi i data from a channel \l h e 
Calibration key is CAL_NON and whose Data M del is N-byte integ r. Not that 
this conversion may limit the practical range or preci ion of the con erted transducer 
data. When this parameter is not applicable it shalJ be NaN. 
An example or a number for which Range Limits do not apply is N-byte data 










hand, Range Limits may apply to N-byte data that represents a 12 bit integer with no 
expressed units, such as raw ADC output. In either case, the physical units will be 
"digital data." If the Channel Data Repetitions field of this channel is nonzero, then 
the value of this fielshall is interpreted to apply to all of the repetition instances. 
4.1.3.12 WORST-CASE UNCERTAINTY 
Channel TEDS data field number 12 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
The vaJue of this field shall be expressed in the same units as the transducer data as 
specified in the Physical Units field of the Channel TEDS, 4.1.3.9. 
4.1.3.13 SE'LF-TEST KEY 
Channel TEDS data field number 13 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (U8 I byte) 
This field defines the self-test capabilities of the transducer a hown in Table 4. l 
Ta bJe 4.15: Enumeration of Self- Test Keys 
0 rovided 











4.1.3.14 CHANNEL DATA MODEL 
Channel TEDS data field number 14 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enumeration (USE, I byte) 
This field describes the data model used when addressing read transducer data or 
write transducer data for this channel as shown in Table 4.16. 
There are two differences between N-byte-integer (enumeration zero) and Nsbyte- 
fraction (enumeration three), as foJlows: 
a) The radix point (which divides integer from fractional bits) is to the right 
of the lsb for N-byte-integer. 
It is immediately to the right of the msb for Nsbyte-fraction 
b) Justification of the significant bits differs (see 4.1.3. 16). 
The N-byte fraction type may be used to keep the multinomial co ffici nt within 
represent able bounds. 
Table 4.16: Enumeration of Channel Data Models 
Value Model Length 
0 N-byte integer (unsigned) on No 255 
1 Single-precision real 4 bytes 
2 Double-precision real 8 bytes 
3 N-byte fraction (unsigned) OD NO _55 











4,1.3.15 CHANNEL DATA MODEL LENGTH 
Channel TEDS data field number 15 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (U8C, 1 byte) 
This field specifies the number of bytes in the representation of the selected Channel 
Data Model. 
For N-byte integer the value in this fie]d shall be N, where O £ N £ 255. 
For N-byte fraction the value in this field shall be N, where 0 £ N £ 255. 
For single-precision real the value in this field shall be 4. 
For double precision real the value in this field shall be 8. 
4.1.3.J6 CHANNEL MODEL SJGNLFICANT BIT 
Channel TEDS data field number 16 
Data type: unsigned 16 bit integer used for counting (U 16 , 2 byte ) 
When the Channel Data Model is N-byte integer (enumeration zer ) or N-b tc 
fraction (enumeration three), the value of this field i the numb r of bits that arc 
significant. The value of this field shall be between zero and 2040. 
For example, if data from a transducer channel comes from a 12-bit A then 
Channel Data Model = N-byte integer (field enum ration valu f zero 
hannel Data Model Length= 2 (the number of byte to hold 12 bits 
hannel Model Significant Bits = J 2 
When the hanncl Data Model is N-byle integer r N-byte fraction, the Channel 










When the Channel Data Model is N-byte integer, the significant data bits shall be 
right-justified within the byte stream. 
When the Channel Data Model is N-byte fraction, the significant data bits shall be 
left-justified within the byte stream. 
When the Channel Data Model is single- or double-precision real (enumerations one 
or two), the value of this field is 1he number of bits in the STIM' s signal converter. 
4.1.3.17 CHANNEL DAT A REPETITIONS 
Channel TEDS data field number 17 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for counting (U 16C, 2 byte ) 
The number L of repetitions of the transducer value produced or required by a ingle 
trigger. ach repetition represents an additional measurement or actuation value 
produced or consumed by the transducer at each trigger, which hall be spaced apart 
from the initial value associated with the trigger along some axis for example, time) 
by an amount defined by the Channel TEDS fields erics Increment and erie 
Units, respectively. 
When/, is zero, the values of Series Origin, ne Increment, and en Unit ma 
be ignored. The purpose of this structure shall be to enable the specifi tion f 
transducers that produce an array of data with the application of a single trigger such 
as a time series or a mass spectrum. When reading or writing data with Channel Data 
Repetitions greater than zero, the order of transmittal shall be with the 0th data 










4.1.3.18 SERIES ORIGIN 
Channel TEDS data field number 18 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
For the case where the Channe] Data Repetitions is greater than zero, the Series 
Origin represents the value of the independent variable associated with the first 
datum returned in a data set. The Series Origin is expressed in units defined by the 
Series Units field in the Channel TEDS, 4. J .3.20. 
4.1.3.19 SERIES INCREMENT 
Channel TEDS data field number 19 
Data type: single-precision reaJ (F32, 4 bytes) 
For the case where the Channel Data Repetitions is greater than zero the en s 
increment represents the spacing between values of the independent ariable 
associated with successive members of the data et. The eries incr mont i 
expressed in units defined by the Series Units field in the Channel T D • 4. 1.3.20. 
4.J .3.20 SERIES UNITS 
Channel T DS data field number 20 
Data type: Physical units (UNJTS, 10 bytes) 
This field specifies the physical units associated with the series origin, 4. 1.3.18, and 









4.1.3.21 CHANNEL UPDATE TIME 
Channel TEDS data field number 21 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the maximum time (tu), in seconds, between the receipt of a 
trigger and the issue of trigger acknowledge for this channel. This parameter allows 
NCAPs to determine time-out values, if appropriate. 
For data sequence and buffered data sequence sensors, this parameter only applies 
when they are enabled. For event sequence sensors, this parameter shall be NaN. 
4.1.3.22 CHANNEL WRITE SETUP TIME 
Channel TEDS data field number 22 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the minimum time (tws), in econd between the end of a writ 
frame and the application of a trigger. (For most devices this will be a ctup tim 
characteristic of the transducer electronics. For more complex transdu er 
particularly those with a microprocessor, there could be additional time needed that 
can be specified by this constant.) 
4.J .3.23 CHANNEL READ SETUP TIME 
Channel TEDS data field number 23 










This field specifies the rmmmum time (trs), in seconds, between the trigger 
acknowledge and the beginning of a read frame. (For most devices this will be a 
setup time characteristic of the transducer electronics. For more complex 
transducers, particularly those with a microprocessor, there could be additional time 
needed that can be specified by this constant.) 
4.1.3.24 CHANNEL SAM:PLlNG PERIOD 
Channel TEDS data field number 24 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
The Channel Sampling Period (tsp) shall be the minimum sampling period of the 
channel transducer unencumbered by read or write consideration ( ince th re is no 
requirement to read or write with each trigger). Typically, for onsor, buffered 
sensor, and actuator channels this time will be limited by AID or DIA conver ion 
times, STIM processor speed, etc. but in more complex transducer it ma refl 'Ct 
transducer or sample handling times as well (e.g., a pH sensor that on ca h trigg 'r 
extracts a new fluid sample using a pump). If reads or writes are in ol ed th n the 
actual sampling rates will be further limited by etup and data tran fer tim 
depending on the transducer type. 
In the ca e of data sequence and buffered data sequence transduc r this parameter 
shall represent the sequence sampling time determined by the STIM implementation. 










minimum event resolution time. The Channel Sampling Period shall be expressed in 
seconds. 
4.1 .3.25 CHANNEL WARM-UP TIME 
Channel TEDS data field number 25 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the period of time, in seconds, in which the device stabilizes its 
performance to predefined tolerances after the application of power to the transducer. 
4.1.3.26 CHANNEL AGGREGATED HOLD-OFF TIME 
Channel TEDS data field number 26 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the maximum aggregated time (tch) that the TIM will pend 
holding off the data transport during a complete data transfer addrc ed to r tad 
transducer data or write transduc r data and thi channel, a urning the Maximum 
Data Rate is used. This time shall include the time b tween the N AP acti ating th, 
data transport and the STlM acknowledgment. 
4.J .3.27 TIMING CORRECTION 
Channel 1 OS data field nwnber 27 










This field specifies the time offset, in seconds, between the issue of global trigger 
acknowledge and when this channel actually sampled the sensor or updated the 
actuator. 
4.1.3.28 TRIGGER ACCURACY 
Channel TEDS data field number 28 
Data type: single-precision real (F32, 4 bytes) 
This field specifies the accuracy, in seconds, of the Timing Correction. 
4.1.3.29 EVENT SEQUENCE OPTIONS 
Channel TEDS data field number 29 
Data type: unsigned byte integer used for enwneration ( 8 , 1 b te) 
An event sequence sensor has the option of chang able pattern, upper threshold 
and/or hysteresis. It also has the option of detecting inconsistencie in settings or 
these parameters as described in 4.6.9. This enumeration defin s for the N P, the 
ability of the STIM to detect and report these inconsistencies. The options are 
defined in Table 4.17. 
Table 4.17: Event sequence options 
Value Meaoin2 
0 Not annlicable 
I Pattern/threshold/hysteresis not 
changeable 
2 Changeable and inconsistencies detected 
3 hangeable and inconsistencies not 









4.1.3.30 CHECKSUM FOR CHANNEL TEDS 
Channel TEDS data field number 30 
Data type: unsigned 16 bit integer used for counting (Ul6C, 2 bytes) 
This field contains the checksum for the complete Channel TEDS data block. The 
checksum shaU be the one's comp]ement of the sum (modulo 216) of all the data 
structure's preceding bytes, including the initial length field and excluding the 
checksum field. 
4.1.4 FLASH MEMORY 
Flash memory is a type of constantly-powered nonvolatile memory that can be 
erased and reprogrammed in units of memory called blocks. It i a variation of 
electrically erasable programmable read-only memory ( PR M) which unlike 
flash memory, is erased and rewritten at the byte level, which i slower than flash 
memory updating. Flash memory is often used to hold control code such a the basic 
input/output system (BIOS) in a personal computer. When BIOS ne ds to be 
changed (rewritten), the flash memory can be written to in block (rather than b te 
sizes, making it easy to update. On the other hand, flash memory is not u fol a 
random access memory (RAM) because RAM needs to be addre sabl at th byte 









4.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT 
A non-functional requirement does not describe what a system or software will do or 
process, but how it does. For example, software performance requirements, some 
external interface requirements, software design constraints, and software quality 
attributes. Non-functional requirements are difficult to test, they are usually, or most 
of the time, evaluated subjectively. The non-functional requirements are listed 
below.- 
• Availability is about the rate of hardware and software component failure (mean 
time between failures) 
• Maintainability Ability of the support programming staff such a the web master 
to keep the system in steady running state, including enhancement 
• Data integrity Tolerance for loss, corruption, or duplication of data 
• Extensibility is to accommodate increased functionality 
• Flexibility is to handle requirement changes, such as add new channel. 
• Functionality Number, variety, and breadth of user-oriented featur 
• Portability Ability to move application to different platforms or operating tern 
Quality Reduced number of severe defects 
• Robustness Ability to handle error and boundary conditions while running 
• Scalability Ability to handle a wide variety of system configuration sizes 










4.3 DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:- 
Table 4.18 Hardware Requirement for development side 
Hardware Requirement Description 
Processor Pentium 11300 MHz or The minimum 
equivalent requirements in order to 
run Java 
Operating System Microsoft Windows XP This platform is chosen 
because most of the 
computer in FSKTM is 
currently installed with 
Microsoft Windows XP. 
Memory 128MBRAM This amount required to 
run 
Java 
Hard Disk space 500 MB Hard disk This amount of hard di k 
spacerequired to tore the 
databa e of th databa e, 
documentati n and the 
entire syst m comp ncnt, 
External device Printer Printer need t print all 
the 
documents that need ~ r 
the system de elopment 
4.4.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 
• For Windows 
• f nte] Pentium 200MHz processor or equivalent processor running 
• Windows 98, Windows M , Windows NT, Windows 2000 or Windows XP 
• 32 MB RAM (128 MB is recommended) 










• Internet Connection 
• A 16-bit color monitor capable of 1024 x 768 resolutions 
• For Macintosh 
• Macintosh PowerPC with System 8.6 or later 
• Mac OS 9.1, Mac OS 9.2.1, or Mac OS X 10.1 or later 
• 32 MB RAM (128 is recommended) 
• 20 MB of available disk space 
4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
When we make the requirements measurable, we have the ba is for testing and 
negotiating the solutions. Whenever we discover a new requirement, we te t it to 
ensure that it conforms to the minimum standard. hat i : 
• lt has an understandable, no ambiguous de cription . 
It has fit criteria that will guarantee that the implemented olution conf rm 
to, or fits, the original requirement. 
It is correctly identified . 














5.1 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM OF TEDS 
The data flow diagram is about how the TEDS data structure is write and read from 
flash memory. The TEDS data structures begin with setup the TEDS data structure 
first such as Setup MET A, Setup Channel 1 and Setup Channel 2 TEDS. It is 
followed by loading TEDS data structure into random access memory (RAM) known 
as buffer memory. The loading process is converting the data structures from text 
structure into binary to store in buffer memory. After that the TEDS data structures 
are write and read to flash memory using the same process. The data fl w diagram is 









:META TEDS ..... -------.., ~ 
MET A TEDS Data 
Setup :MET A TEDS 
Channel 1 TEDS 
(sensor) 
Channel I TEDS DATA 
, TEDS 
Setup Channel 2 TEDS 
--- ..... j~----.,.-. -"'1 (actuator) 
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5.2 TEDS BLOCK DIAGRAM 
In the block diagram below, explain about MET A TEDS, where is Setup the META 
TEDS data structure first and then the checksum is calculated during run time before 
the TEDS are written into the flash memory structure. Before the MET A data 
structure is write into FLASH memory, the flash memory must be initialize first to 
make sure that the memory are not full and enough space to write the data structure. 
If the flash memory is full, it will be erased. Then, the TEDS loaded into flash 
memory. In the Get TEDS handle function is about select which channel to read the 
information from, after make a selection and get the information back from the 
TEDS, the information will be send out for user to read. Th M TA and Channel 










Setup the TEDS specification 
The flash must be 





The checksum for each TEDS field 
is calculated during run time before 
the TEDS are written into the Data 
FLASH memory structure. 
Calculate 
Checksum 
Write TEDS to 
flash 
Get T DS 
Handle 
elect channel to read 
et the T 
inf rmation from Flash 
Read META 
TEDS 
U er read the TED 
information 
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The checksum for each TEDS field 
is calculated during run time before 
the TEDS are written into the Data 
FLASH memory structure. 
Calculate 
Checksum 
Select channel to read 
et the 
information 
U er read the TEDS 
information 










5.3 PSEUDO CODE 
Setup TEDS 
Setup META TEDS 
Setup Channel 1 TEDS 
Setup Channel 2 TEDS 
Calcu]ate checksum for all the channe]s 
Write TEDS to Flash 
Setup the start address for writing to the data Flash 
Write all bytes ( 4 bytes pages at a time) 
Increment start address in flash for the next 4 bytes 
fncrement the count pointer to the start of the next byte in memory 
Read TE OS from Flash 
Setup the start address for reading from the data lash 
Read the first 4 bytes from the TEDS specified 
Read aJI bytes into the buffer 
Increment the start address in flash for reading the next 4 bytes 
Increment the count pointer to the start of the next byte in memory 
Get TED Handle 
Select hannel 










5.4 FLOW CHART OF TEDS INTERFACE 
Select Channel 
METATEDS 
META TEDS Data >- --+I 


















Smart Transducer Interface Module 
METATEDS I 






Q Representing Data in Binary 











6.0 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
System implementation is a process that converts the system requirements and 
designs into program codes. In this chapter also describe the development 
environment as weJl as the development of the system itself Besides, it includes 
system coding, coding style and approach and object oriented technique applied in 
the Flash Memory Simulation. 
6.2 DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 
In this section, discuss about the hardware and software tools used to develop and 
document the Flash Memory Simulation. 
Below are the hardware configurations of the development environment- 
o Intel Pentium TV Processor 1.8 G Iz 
o Memory - 256 MB 
o Storage- 4 GB of Hard Disk space is reserved 
o Other standard desktop PC component 
The software tools utilized in the development environm nt are listed as foll v :- 
o Operating System - Microsoft Windows XP pro Service Pack 1 
o Web Browsers - Internet Explorer 6.0 
o J2S • ( J2SE I .4.2 07) 










6.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM 
First step taken before start develops the system is study and get the experiences with 
the java programming language. Be]ow is the explanation of Object Oriented 
program approach, c]asses that are defined and created for the simulation system and 
the related coding parts of the entire simulation program. 
6.3.1 OBJECT ORIENTED PHOGRAM 
In this section will discuss about an object, class and aJso the relationship between 
objects and class. Firstly, discuss about the HTML markup for Applets. In this code, 
use the <APPLET> tag to include applets within HTML files. The yntax of the 
<APPLET> tag is shown below; 
<HTML> <TITLE>Flash Memory Simulation<!TJTLE> 
<BODY> <Hl><center>Flash Memory Simulation</center> l> 
<center><APPLET CODE= "Box.class" WIDTH= "500" H [GrlT ="450"> 
<I APPLET></center> 
</BODY></HTML> 
The <APPLET> tag specifies where and how to di play an applet within the HTML 
document. The CODE, WIDTH, and HEIGHT parameters are required. Parameters 
within the <APPL T> tag are separated by spaces, not by commas. </APPLET> 
used for closes the <APPL T> tag. The following parameter may appear inside the 









alignment on the Web page. Valid values are: left, right, top, tex:ttop, middle, 
absmiddle, baseline, bottom, absbottom, and center. CODE is about applet-filename. 
This parameter or the OBJECT parameter is required. Name of applet .class file. The 
.class extension is not required in the <APPLET> tag but is required in the class's 
actual filename. The filename has to be a quoted string only if it includes whitespace. 
WIDTH is applet-pixel-width, required. Initial width of applet in pixels. Many 
browsers do not allow applets to change their width. 
The A WT classes are about draw strings, images, and shapes via the Graphics class 
in Java program. The Graphics class is an abstract class that provides the means to 
access different graphics devices. It is the class that lets users draw on the screen, 
display images, and so forth. Graphics is an abstract class bccau e working with 
graphics requires detailed knowledge of the platform on which the program run . 
Below are the lists for the graphics methods that used in flash memory tern; 
Drawing string - These methods allow draw text trings on the creen. The 
coordinates refer to the left end of the text's baseline. 
Drawing shapes - The location of the object's upper left corn r plu its width and 
height. 
The example of the code is shown below- 
/* 1-3 rcctadd vcrtica*/ 
g.drawRect(205,200,40,30)~ 










g.drawLine(225,230,225,240);//line bwh lepas rect 
g.drawLine(190,215,205,215);//line kiri rect 
g.drawLine(245,215,260,215);//line kanan rect 
By using this method (A WT) also can create a simple animation that uses a thread to 
run the application. Below is the example of code that using threads method; 
for (xl = 35; xl <= 68; xl+=4) 
{ try { Thread.sleep(IO); } 
repaint(); 
catch (JnterruptedException e) { } 
} 
From the code shown above, show that the code creates a new thread to control the 
animation. This thread calls sJeep(l 0), followed by repaint(), to display a new image 
every J 0 milliseconds. 
6.3.2 SYSTEM CODING 
After studies the java language have been done, the development of th imulation 
system which is able to run the simulation as a web-based application which can b' 
executed using any java enabled web browsers. The coding phas wa don u in 1 th 
Xinox Software's JCreator Ligh dition (L ) v 2.50 int grated d elopm nt 
environtment. 
6.4 PROGnAM DEVELOPMENT AND CODING 
ln this section will discu ss about the process of creating the programs needed to 










1 . Review the program documentation - the first and foremost step to be taken 
in this chapter is to review the program documentation that was prepared 
during the earlier phases. 
2. Designing the program - for this phase, is about recognize how the program 
can accomplish the features and functions that are described in the program 
documentation and developing a logical solution to the programming 
problem. 
3. Coding approaches - there are two approaches in coding which is known as 
top down and bottom up approach. For this simulation system was 
developed using both the top down and bottom up approach. 
4. Coding style - coding style is about how to manage the ource c d . ft i 
important because it will make the system easier to maintain and enhanc . 
Besides that, there are some elements must be consider uch as standard 
naming convention and standard graphical user interface for b rttcr 
understanding. This can be done by using comment which i pro iding a 
clear guide to programmers for future enhancement. 
6.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
System implementation is a process that translates a detail design representation of 
software into a programming language realization. Coding convention is about 
program labeling, naming, and comments. Besides that, each code must be easy to 










able to handle user error by responding appropriately, perhaps with a diagnostic error 
message and system failure should not result. In this chapter assures that the system 











7.0 SYSTEM 'tESTING AND SYSTEM EVALUATION 
7.1 .INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is an important activity to check either the Flash Memory 
simulation system is operational based on its criteria. The objective of testing is to 
detect the presence of errors in systems, which are the errors that have not been 
discovered yet. In this case, a good test case is one that has a high probability of 
finding an undiscovered error. A successful test is one that discovers error whereas 
an unsuccessful test is one that discovers no errors. The goal of testing is to design 
test that wiJl uncover the greatest number of errors or classes or errors with the 
minimum amount of time and effort. Successful testing wilJ result in quality system 
w111 less errors and which work according to specification and p rformance 
requirements. lt wiJI lead to dependable and reliable system. 
7.2 TESTING STAGES 
The testing process is carried out in stages to suit the system as the s tem itself i 
composed of modules integrated together. System development u uall in I e 











7.2.1 UNIT TESTING 
Unit testing is the first stage of testing where each program component is tested on 
its own, isolated from the other components in the system. Unit testing verifies the 
correctness of the smallest unit of the application. The testing is generally carried out 
by programmers, and not the users, as detailed understandings of internal system 
coding and design are required for the testing. It verifies that the component 
functions work properly with the types of input and output expected from studying 
the component's design. After each component has been tested, the interaction 
between these components can be integrated. 
Five modules have been tested, in which the author i in charge of functionalitie of 
each module are tested for errors. Testing of each module is discussed as following:- 
J. Interface and navigation 
This testing to ensure that the each page of the system has a na igation menu f r 
users to return navigates in and round the system. 
Users are clearly told which page they are in at th moment, such as a title on top 










2. Simulate the system 
Testing performed to ensure that the users are able to enter input address and data 
to simulate the system and ensure that the system simulate correctly. 
7.2.2 INTEGRATION SYSTEM 
After performing the unit tests, the modules are integrated or combined into a 
working system. The testing is necessary because problems might occur only when 
the modules are integrated together, although the modules have been individually 
tested to be functioning properly. This integration is planned and coordinated so that 
when a failure occurs, it can be solved immediately. 
7.2.3 SYSTEM TESTING 
System testing is the final stage, where the whole integrated system is te ted as one 
single unit, and it is to ensure that the whole system works according t u er' 
specification. Developers will join the users to perform thi stage of te ting wh r 
the system is checked against the users' requirement description. If there is a need 
for a change, system modification will then be carried out. If the users are satisfied 










steps in testing the proposed system, such as functional testing, performing testing 
and acceptance testing. 
Functional testing 
Initially, functions performed by the proposed system are tested. This begins with 
a set of components that were tested. This begins with a set of components that 
were tested individually. Functional checks that whether the integrated system 
performs its functions as specified in the requirement. 
Performance Testing 
System performance is measured using performance obj ctive et by potential 
users as highlighted in the non-functional requirements section a guidelines. 
Acceptance testing 
The purpose of acceptance testing is to demonstrate that a s tern i r ad fl r 
operational use. 
7.3 SYSTEM EV ALUATTON 
System evolution is processes that encounter technical and non technical problems 
during the development stage. The detected problem w111 be list out and recognize 










the expected output true or not. The strength and weakness of the system also will be 
discussed in this chapter. So the system can be evaluated by the criteria that have 
been list out. When aJl the testing mentioned above are complete, we are convinced 
that the system meets all the requirements specified during the initial stages of 
software development. 
7.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter, an the testing carried out on this system which include unit, 
integration, system, acceptance, performance, usability and security testing were 
discussed and explained in detail. System testing is a process of executing a program 
with the intent of finding errors and runtime program errors. ystem testing pha e 
aims to uncover as many errors as possible in the sy tern. The objectives of a ystcm 
can only be achieved after a thorough testing is carried out. After test the sy tern then 











8.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
8.1 DISCUSSION 
8.1.1 PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED AND SOLUTIONS 
There are various problems encountered during the development process of the 
proposed system. The following section highlights the problems come across and the 
solutions taken. 
Lack of experience in programming language 
Lack of knowledge in the new programming language has leads for a lot of 
difficulties during the early stage of system coding. The programming language used 
to develop the simulation system is Java programming language. Before this, I am 
not familiar with this programming language so the first tep taken to get the 
knowledge and experience with this language is study the language. Be ides that I 
also refer to many sources such as from internet, e-books, and java b ok to e 'P rt in 
this language. There are some problems encountered in thi tage f tern 
development, which is discussed below:- 
Difficulty in coding 
Problems were encountered when the languages had to be learning from scratch. 
When errors occurred, it was hard to detect and spend much time to debug the errors. 
Besides that, the main problem that I faced is to do the animation of the system. The 










Besides, many tutorials and references was being referred and downloaded from 
internet. Programming books were in order to learn the basic concepts. 
Difficulties in determining the system scope 
The system scope is one of the main problem that I faced and also hard to determine. 
It is because I am not very clear what actually the simulation system that will be 
design. After get the guideline from the supervisor and moderator and they agree 
with the scope that I must do, the development of the system begin. 
Lack of time 
The development of the simulation system is done in the limited time. 1t i because I 
took other subjects that mostly are the third year course. f n addition, each subject 
that r took has their own assignment either by group or individual. The subject are 
quite difficult to understand and need more attention same a the i proje t. n 
though I have many assignment or subject to learn but I still spend much time to 
develop the simulation system. Easy to said that I try to develop the tern 
everyday. To settle down these problems, I have managed m time pr p rl that I 
am able to finish my work on time. 
When the system is done, 1 am satisfied with my system because the animation that I 
should do succeed. vcn though the ystem are not good enough and may be it 









developing the system using java language from the basic knowledge and I am able 
to make it. 
8.2 SYSTEM STRENGTHS 
a) Web Enabled 
The simulation system was built based on the web technology. It means that the 
current implementation is deployable over the internet. 
b) Informative Messages 
The users will be prompted with appropriate message when trying to enter button 
without enter address or data. 
c) Animation 
Using this system for better understand about the flash memory rather than read 
it from books because this system explains the concept with animation. 
d) Help provided 
Jn this simulation system provides a help function that will plain to the us r 
how to fully utilize the system. 
8.3 SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
The proposed system has a number of constraints, which are listed below. 
a) Hard code 
Jn this system, require u er to enter addre s and data to be store in the flash 










to enter random address and data to view the animation of this system. The value 
of the address and data can be view at main window. It is because, I have a 
problem with "code too large" while code the address and data. 
b) Integer value 
Only integer value both for address and data are allowed in this system. If the 
user enters floating point or character value, the system does not perform for the 
animation flash memory. 
8.4 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
Some :functionalities of the system can be enhanced in order to improve the quality 
of the system, as well as reduce its constraints mentioned previou ly. The following 
section discussed about some enhancements that are possible to be incorp rated into 
the system. 
a) Various types of input 
This system allow integer input for address and data, for the future enhanc m ent 
the various of input such as floating point, hexadecimal, re: t and binary are 
allowed in this system. 
b) Dynamic code 
The input or this system were program in hard code, it means that onl data that 
was program can be used. In the future, the data hould be program in dynamic 










8.5 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAINED 
Throughout the whole period of this system development life cycle, a lot of exciting 
and valuable experience was gained. There has been an improvement in searching 
information and solving problems, being able to work cooperatively in a team, as 
well gaining the capability to work independently. The benefit that gained 
throughout this project is the chance to understand the concept of software 
development process. There was a golden opportunity to learn additional 
programming language, which are not familiar before. Besides that, skills in time 
management were also improved when the system was compulsory to finish before 
the deadline. The way to handle a project under time constraints was learn. 












Finally the flash memory simulation system has achieved most of the aims and 
objectives stated in the introduction of the report. Even though the system has a 
number of constraints and limitation, but with the implementation further 
enhancement, it can be a powerful version of the same system, which is more 
efficient and effective. The system can be divided into three modules, first module is 
about the structure of flash memory, and second module is about flash memory cell 
and the last module is about view the flash memory. 
Achieved Objective:- 
After analyzing the project, objectives that have been met are listed below:- 
1) Animate how the flash memory work . 
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This part is guidance for the first time user of this system. Below are the instructions 
to install J2SE 1.4.2_07 SDK. 
Stepl. Download and install the J2SE 1.4.2_07 SDK at http://java.sun.com/ web 
site. 
Step2. Choose and click at DOWNLOAD WINDOWS J2SE SDK link and above 
figure appear and then click open button. 
Some files can harm your computer. If the file information below 
looks suspicious, or you do not fully trust the source. do not open or 
save this file. 
File name: . , ._ 4_2_07-windows-1586-p.exe 
File type: Application 
From: die.sun.com 
& This type of file could harm your computer if it contains 
malicious code. 
Would you like to open the file or save it to your computer? 
c::·§ei~:::: ::~ I Save l ( Cancel 11 More Info 
h 










Step 3: After that the figure below appear. 
Jflt t 0 n • r ( Cancel 
0 
Opening: 
, , ._ 4_2_07-windows-i586-p.exe from ck.sun.com 
Estimated time left 8 min 38 sec (852 KB of 51. 9 MB copied) 
Download to: Temporary Folder 
Transfer rate: 101 KB/Sec 
0 Close this dialog box when download completes 










Step 4: Wait for the preparing to install 
Preparing to Install... 
Java 2 SOK, SE v1.4.2_06 Setup is preparing the 
I nstallS hield Wizard, which 1...,1ill guide you through the 
program setup process. Please wait. 
Cancel 
Figure 9.3 : InstallShield Wizard box 
Step 5: Wait for the Windows Installer 
~ Preparing to install... 










Step 6: Click Next for this box 
Welcome to the InstallShield Wizard for Java 
2 SOK, SE vl.4.2_06 
The InstallShield(R) Wizard will allow you to modify or remove 
Java 2 SDK, SE vl.4.2_06. To continue, click Next. 
Next > J ( Cancel 










Step 7: Select modify and click Next for this box 
Program Maintenance 
Modify or remove the program. 
G)Modify 
Change .,..,.hlch program feetures are installed, This option displays the 
Custom Selection dialog in wh ch you can change the way features are 
Installed. 
()Remove 
Remove Java 2 SDK, SE vl.4.2_06 from your computer. 
11 I 111 '-J 
.____<_B_a_ck _ _,J[,___N_e_xt_> _ _.J [.____c_a_nc_el _ _, 










Step 8: Click Next for this box 
Custom Setup 
Select the program features you want installed, 
Select optional features to install ftom the list below. You can change vour choice of features after 
installation by using the Add/Remove Programs utility in the Control Panel 
Feature Description 
13• Demos 
LI•, Source Code 
Ll.!J • Public Java Runtime Environment 
The Java 2 SDK, SE vl .4.2_06, 
including private j2re 1. 4. 2_06. 
This will require 120 MB on your 
hard drive. 
I• I I 
..___<_B_a_ck _ _,I[ Next> I !.__c_a_nc_el _ _. 











Generating script operations for action: 
, I N t 










Step 9: InstallShield Wizard complete 
lnstallShield Wizard Completed 










Below are the instructions to install Xinox software JCreator LE v2.50 
Step 1. Download and install the JCreator LE v2.50. 
Do you want to run or save this file? 
D Name: Setup.exe r ype: Application, 3 .14 MB 
From: 202.185.107.158 
[::::·:::§~~·:::::] I Save J I Cancel 
While files from the I ntemet can be useful. this file type can 
potentiall,y harm ,your computer. If you do not trust the source, do not 
run or save this software. What's the risk? 
Figure 9.10: File Download 
Step2. Run the file download and the file will download to computer 
u 
Opening: 
Setup.exe from 202.185.107.158 
( - - - - ------· 
Estimated time left 2 sec (O. 99 MB of 3 .14 MB copied) 
Downloc!ld to: Temporary Folder 
Transfer rate: 0.97 MB/Sec 
0 Close this dialog box when download completes 
Cancel 










Step3. Click yes to install JCreator LE 
? ! This will install JCreator LE. Do ~'OU wish to continue? 
Figure 9.12 : Setup 
Step4. The wizard box appears and clicks next 
Welcome to the JCreator LE Setup 
Wizard 
This will install JCreator LE 3. 00 on your computer. 
It is recommended that you close all other applications before 
continuing. 
Click Next to continue, or Cancel to exit Setup. 
Next > J ! Cancel 










Step5. Accept the agreement and click next 
License Agreement 
Please read the following important information before continuing. 
Please read the following License Agreement. You must accept the terms of this 
agreement before continuing with the installation. 
~ND-USERUcENSE AGREEMENT FOR JCREATOR LE A 
NOTICE TO ALL USERS:CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING LEGAL 
AGREEMENT, FOR THE LICENSE OF SPECIFIED SOFTWARE BYXINOX 
SOFTWARE. BY INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE, YOU (EITHER AN 
INDIVIDUAL OR A SINGLE ENTITY) CONSENT TO BE BOUND BY AND 
BECOME A PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO .ll.LL 
OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT, CLICK THE BUTTON THAT 
INDICATES THAT YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THE TEAMS OF THIS AGREEMENT 
AND DO NOT INSTALL THE SOFTWARE. v 
0 I accept the agreement 
0 I do not accept the agreement 
< Back )[ Next> J l Cancel 










Step6. Select the destination directory to store the software 
Select Destination D irector.v 
Where should JCreator LE be installed? 
Select the folder where you would like JCrealor LE to be installed, then click Next. 
1B·\P.ro1 ram F.1les\W:inox Sottw.!lre\JCrealorV3 LEI 1 
I UC:\ tJ Program Files 
c: windows 
The program requires al least 7.3 MB of disk space. 
<Back JI Next> J [ Cancel 










Step7. Click next for this box 
Select Start Menu Folder 
Where should Setup place the program's shortcuts? 
Select the Start Menu folder in which you would like Setup to create the program's 
shortcuts, then click Next. 
fiDlttJillli 
I Accessories Administrative Tools Canon LASER SHOT LBP-1210 
, Creative 
' Dell Accessories 
/
Games 
Java Web Start 
Microsoft 0 ff ice 
NetBeans 4.0 
Network Associates 
PA.=tkFPGA 0Ai:inn S11i~A v 
< Back I[ Next> J ( Cancel 










Step8. Select Additional tasks and click next button 
Select Additional Tasks 
Which additional tasks should be performed? 
Select the additional tasks you would like Setup to perform while installing JCreator LE, 
then click Next. 
Additional icons: 
0 Create a desktop icon 
0 Create a Quick Launch icon 
< Back ][ Next> J [ Cancel 










Step9. JCreator is ready to install and click install button 
Ready lo Install 
Setup is now ready to begin installing J Creator LE on yow computer. 
Click Install to continue with the installation, or click Back if you want to review or 
change any settings. 
Destincltion directory: 
C:\Program Files\Xinox Software\JCreatorV3 LE 
Start Menu folder: 
J CreatorV3 LE 
!Additional tasks: Create a desktop icon 
< Blick ]( Install J I Cllncel 










Step 10. JCreator LE Setup complete and ready to be used 
Completing the ]Creator LE Setup 
Wizard 
Setup has finished installing J Creator LE on your computer. The 
application may be launched by selecting the installed icons. 
Click Finish to exit Setup. 
finish 










Opening the Flash Memory Display 
There are two ways to display this simulation system by using the web browser and 
go to the http://www.thesis3182.netfirms.com, or by using the Xinox software 
JCreator LE v2.50 with open all file.java and file.html and run the html file. The 
applet window will appear after run the html file. Then the simulation system is 
ready to use. 
At the mam window, choose whether to click on the Flash Memory button, Cell 
Flash Memory button or View Memory button. 
@.J Wob•lle for thHfs31 tll.notllrmt.com • Mlcrotoft lnltrnol Explorer 
Flo Edol V1ow POVOf~M Tools liftl> , 
~II ClfOO Mtmory In 1to~ 




G1m;T.mpl•I ... c;;t;n 
hmp).1t••" mott Alp lot# of n~ 
tutolt•I• 




Flash Memory Simulation 
•" fllJsh lilllm<NY 1nttrucllont "• 
The Fluh Momo;y Slmuletor 11 an lnalructlonat eld fbr 
to aching nash memoty design, n a11ows 111e user to almutal8 
the now or data wtl111n 1111a memoty aa It retches, decodes, 
ond oKOcutos Instructions 
AJ. the maln window, click on the Flash Memory button 
The Flash Memoty Dlsptaywtndowwtll appear, displaying 
111a 1n1emel erchllecture and strucrure or111a Flash Memoty. 
FIHh Me1t1ory J Cell Floch Memoty \lltw Memory I 
-· READ Flash Memory -- 
1 Enter lhUddlBH In lho lnxt n Id 
2.Cllck on tho READ button 
J.Tho Flesh Momotywlll 111on begin to oxocule t11e lnstruchon1 
ttarllng at the •P tined eddreH 
CxemPIO' MdrOll 7 
- WRITE Flash Memoty - 
1 ntertho edd1e11 end data In 111e tlllCI ""'d 
- 









Click on the Flash Memory button make a Flash Memory Display window appear 
and displaying the internal architecture and structure of the Flash Memory. 
A2 
-·--- ---- 
'READ I Address: r Data: 
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1. At the Flash Memory Display window, enter the address from ( 0 to 7 ) in 
the address text field to read the content of the flash memory. 
2. Click the READ button. The animation will then begin to execute the 














3. The animation in the magenta color, show how the flash memory work. It 
begins from decoder and moves to the each cell that stores the value either O 
in pink color or 1 in blue color. 
4. The Read I Write select ( RWS) status is 0 value means that the memory will 
read its content at the location specified by the address lines and make it 
available at its output ports. 
5. The chip select ( CS ) status is based on the specified address that was 
selected. 
6. The data from the specified address shown at the bottom part in binary value 
in red color. 
7. The data in decimal value is shown at the right part also in red color. 
Note: Starting a new simulation does not reset the content of the Flash Mem ry. 
Tn addition, memory is not affected by this action. 
Starting a Write Flash Memory Simulation 
1. At the Flash Memory Display window, enter the address and the data in the 
address and data text field to write new data on the flash memory. 
2. Click the WRITE button and the animation will then begin to , ecute the 
instructions starting at the specified address and data. 
3. The animation in green color will start from decoder and move to the each 










4. The value of data that the user entered will start from processor in binary 
value and move to the flash memory cell based on its value. 
5. At this event, Read I Write select status is equal to 1 show that the memory 
will write the content presented on its input ports into the location specified 
by the address lines. 
6. The chip select status is equal to the selected address. 
--- 










Overwrite the Existing Data 
1. The existing data in the flash memory can be change by using the same 
function read and write button. 
2. Firstly, enter the address value to read the existing data in flash memory then 
enter the same address and new data to change the value of flash memory. 
3. Finally, the existing data in flash memory will be change to the new data, as 
shown below. 
Stopping a Running Animation 
At the Flash Memory Display window, click on the STOP button will immediately 
stop animation. 
Clear the Flash Memory Content 
At the Flash Memory Display window, click on the CLEAR button will immediate! 











Opening the Flash Memory Cell Display 
Click on the Flash Memory Cell button make a Flash Memory Cell Display appear 
without any instruction. 
~ flQsh Memo1•y C:Qll __ r:J(QJ 








Q1 .MEMORY TRANSISTOR 
Q2.PASS GAT 
03.8 CTOR SELECT 
Java(.lppletWindow ----~----------l 
Figure 9.24 : Flash Memory Cell 
Starting a Write Flash Memory Cell Simulation 
I. lick WRIT button will how the animation how the flash memory cell 
work. 
















Word Line is in undefined state 
Word Line selected 
Transistor turned on 
Q1 .MEMORY TRANSISTOR 
Q2.PASS GATE 
Q3.SECTOR SELECT 
. Java Applet Window 










Starting a Read Flash Memory Cell Simulation 
1. Click READ button will show the animation how the flash memory cell 
work. 
• Fl.ash Memory Cell 
WRITE u~:gAp:JJ CLEAR 1 As 








Word Line Is in undefined state 
word Line selected 
Transistor turned on 
01 .MEMORY TRANSISTOR 
Q2.PASS GATE 
Q3.SECTOR SELECT 
1 Java Applet Window 










Opening the view Flash Memory 
Click on the view Flash Memory button make a view Flash Memory appear without 





View Edit Type 
O>> 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
4» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
8» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
12» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
16» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
20» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
24>> 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
28» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
32» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
36» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
1111'>'> nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn 
Java Applet Window 
Figure 9.27 : View Flash Memory 
Editing a Byte of Memory 
I. J\t the Memory isplay window, click dit Memory on the Edit menu. The 
dit Memory dialog box will appear. 










3. Click the OK button to continue with the change operation. Otherwise, click 
the Cancel button. 
~Memory Display GJ[QJ 
~~~~~--~~~~:;;;;:;:;-=::;..::::=..,1 
. View Edit . Type 
.. l ...... -·- - 
O>> 1 Edit Memory 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
Fill Memory Joo 0000 0000 0000 0000 
Clear Memory oo 0000 0000 0000 0000 
uuuu uuuu uuuu o 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 







28» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
1 
IJava Applet Window 
~~ 1 rt I fl I 
View Edit Type 
O» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
4>> QQ.QO 0000 QOOO 000 .QD.QO 00 





24>> .zl cancel I 28» 
32» 
36» Java A let Window 
~ava Applet Window 










Filling a Region of Memory 
1. At the Memory Display window, click Fill Memory on the Edit menu. The 
Fill Memory dialog box will appear. 
2. Enter the beginning address of the memory region in the From text field. 
3. Enter the ending address of the memory region in the To text field. 
4. Enter the byte pattern to be written in the Data text field. 
5. Click the OK button to continue with the change operation. Otherwise, click 
the Cancel button. 
~ Memory Display ---------- - [§_ 
View Edit Type 
O» Edit Memory 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
4>> Fill Memory 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
8» Clear Memory 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
12» uuuu uuuu uuuu u 00 0000 0000 0000 0000 
6» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
20» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
24>> 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
28» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
32» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
36» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
Java Applet Window 












. View Edit . Type 




8» 0 0000 
12» 0 Address Range 0000 
16>> 0 From: I 0000 20» 0 0000 
24>> 0 To: 0000 
28» 0 Data: 
0000 
32» 0 0000 
36» 0 ~~c:_d 0000 
40» 0 0000 
44>> O Ja_va Ae_pl~t ~ind£W ~ 0000 
jJ ava Applet Wihdow 
Figure 9.30 : View Fill Memory 
Clearing the Entire Region of Memory 
At the Memory Display window, click Clear Memory on the dit menu. 
r it; Memory Displa.y GJ Ell v ' --~~~--_....~~~~== 
View Edit Type 
O» Edit Memory oo 0000 0000 0000 0000 
4» Fill Memory 00 0000 0000 ODDO ODDO 
8» Clear Memory oo 0000 0000 0000 DODO 
12» uuuu uuuu uuuu UUDD 0000 0000 0000 0000 
16» 0000 DODD 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
20» 0000 ODOD 0000 OODD DOOO 0000 0000 0000 
24>> 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
28» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
32» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
38» 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
Java Applet Window -- - ===========- 










View the value of Memory in hexadecimal format 
At the Memory Display window, click view memory in hexadecimal on the type 
menu. 
"'Memo1•y Display 
View Edit Type 
O» 0 0 
[ View memory· in HEX 
0 
4>> 0 0 View memory in BIN.A.RY 0 
8» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ze» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24>> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
36» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44>> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Java Appl~t Window 
Figure 9.31 : View Memory in Hexadecimal 
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